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Are manufacturers in Tanzania 
losing out in an expanding health 

sector market?  
If so, what can be done about it? 

Introductory remarks. 



 Tanzania had a system of national innovation to 
support industrialization. 

 It was disrupted and eroded during the policy 
reform period resulting in  de-industrialization 
largely  originating from trade liberalization. 

 The  fundamental policy question is how to get the 
NSI started  and in some respects restarted.  
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Governance and Policy 
• Fiscal Policy (incl. import tax policy) 
• Procurement Policy 
• Industrial Policy 

Markets 
• Government Procurement (MSD) 
• Health Facilities 
• Donors funding 
• Regional and global 
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Research 
 

Finances 
• Financial Institutions 
• Government Budget 



 Growing demand, and expanding market 

 A large national and regional market not tapped by 
local manufacturers.  

 Market consists in government procurement, 
donors’ purchases and many individual buyers. 

 Largely supplied by imports, with falling share of 
domestic firms. 

 

The Health Sector: An Opportunity Being 
Missed 



 Industrial development requires innovative 
manufacturing: rising supply capacity, innovations, 
moving up the technology ladder;  

 It requires interaction between skills and 
innovations through knowledge-producing 
institutions : education, training, research; 

 Industrial production of health supplies can then 
improve health care. 

Health and Industrial Development  



 Integrating improved access to medicines with 
industrial development requires structural 
transformation in both the health sector and the 
industrial sectors 

 There is a need to kick-start virtuous interactions: 
how to do that? 

 What policy changes are needed in industrial, health, 
fiscal, procurement, and import polices? 

 What financial system changes are needed in 
investment, credit, and budgetary processes?  

 

Structural Transformation  



 Innovation system  is crucial in promoting virtuous 
interactions and promoting technological learning 
and innovation for inclusive development : that is 
development for the benefit of the majority of the 
population. 

 The role of aid and aid relationships need to be 
incorporated in the innovation system in 
consideration of their important position many 
African economies. 

Promoting Virtuous Interactions 
Between Sectors and Managing Aid 

Relationships  



After these introductory 
remarks you are now welcome 
to listen to the findings and 
recommendations from the 
research team 


